Virginia Tech 5, East Tennessee 4

SINGLES—Jim Milley (VT) def. Pierre Arnold 6-4, 4-6, 7-6 (5-4); Vince Thomas (VT) def. Keith Ponder 6-2, 6-1; George Zahorsky (ET) def. Billy Webb 6-3, 6-3; Mark Boling (ET) def. Tom Hood 6-7 (5-3), 6-3, 6-3; Peter Sutcliffe (VT) def. Howard Flagg 4-6, 6-4, 6-4; Mitch Toomey (VT) def. Mike Jones 6-3, 6-3.

DOUBLES—Arnold-Boling (ET) def. Milley-Thomas 7-5, 2-6, 7-6 (5-3); Webb-Hood (VT) def. Ponder-Zahorsky 6-4, 6-3; Flagg-Jones (ET) def. Sutcliffe-Toomey 6-2, 6-2.